
Destiny Retreat Bali – Plus TTT Program in One
Christopher Walker Presents an Innerwealth Program

This seven day advanced educational program will expand your vision, inspire your mind,
and motivate your body to achieve the greatness and leadership you inwardly feel and
dream you deserve. Imagine exploring the Universal Laws as they relate to all areas of
life. Join me on a Quest for Spiritual Truth and Immortality; Mental Understanding and
Wisdom; Vocational Success and Achievement; Financial Wealth and Prosperity; Familial
Love and Intimacy; Social Power and Leadership; and Physical Health and Wellness.

Presented By Chris Walker, 
Venue:  Bali, Indonesia.
Bookings online www.walkerinternational.com
Contact Phone Australia Local 0417209636; North America 1212 656 1870

Includes:
• Daily Seminars
• Twin share Accomodation
• Workbooks and study materials
• 8 days and 7 nights exploring personal

change through higher consciousness.
• Morning Ashtanga with leading Yoga Teacher
• Health and Wellbeing, Consultations and

discussions with Practitioner and Teacher.
• Evening Forums and open Discussions.
• Remedial Yoga
• Health Diet - Vegetarian
• Bali Sunset Meditations and Tai Chi.
• Explore Bali Before after and during Program.
• Ritz Carlton Hotel –One of the Best in the

world for 7 nights inclusive.
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Personal Exploration – Destiny
Destiny is a deep and profound experience of personal exploration. It is an experience
that will change and clarify your life and those you touch. It takes you beyond personal
success, it unfolds the vision and destiny of your innermost global being.

Seeking Global Awareness through Higher Consciousness
Destiny destroys many of the myths commonly held about our existence in the universe
and awakens such simple truths that your heart and soul just explodes with gratitude.
I encourage you to take the step beyond. Join other inspired individuals and be prepared
for the new and more inspired you, the you that is expanded beyond your present
boundaries.

Daily Workshops on Higher Consciousness
Based on the ancient teachings of the Mysteries, Destiny workshops are presented in 7 modules.

• The Human Quest for mental understanding and wisdom
• The Human Quest for physical health and wellness
• The Human Quest for social power and leadership
• The Human Quest for familial love and intimacy
• The Human Quest for spiritual truth and immortality
• The Human Quest for vocational success and achievement
• The Human Quest for financial wealth and prosperity

Each day, a Morning program conducted outdoor, an afternoon personal Mastery workshop
conducted indoor and an evening gathering, either indoor or out depending on the mood.
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Ashtanga Yoga
The morning yoga program will move you to deeper personal awareness on both a
physical and spiritual level. Ashtanga Yoga is an ancient Yoga --suitable for both raw
beginners and advanced practitioners, morning classes are divided into two groups for
maximum teacher contact. Eileen Hall is one of the worlds most advanced practitioners
of this Yoga Form and is a certified teacher by Sri K. Pattabhi Jois.

Daily Practice
Daily practice, adjustments and specific tuition. Body mind Balance. Control over energy
systems. Less waste more life. Power breathing for personal balance. Body Mind Language.
Great health, loose weight, banish addictions. Laws of Life.. Learning to live in Balance.
The 7 Chakras. Relaxation and mediation tools Yoga can help you to develop a greater
mastery of the energy of life.

Ayurveda –Medical Science – Human Wellbeing
Over 3000 years old the science of Ayurvedic Medicine has evolved form the great teachers
of ancient Yoga. The secrets of Body mind awareness, your personal Dosha, body type
life style and healing are all covered in this exception element of the program.

Time to Relax
The Ritz Carlton Hotel is the perfect venue. Self contained with facilities including huge
swimming pools, lazy cabanas, cafe's, tennis courts, gold and wonderful food. There is
time to unwind. Upgrade your accomodation to a villa and enjoy the secrecy and privacy
of a self contained unit far from the main area.

Bali – Island of the Gods
Bali has an ambience that inspires a deep and conscious appreciation of life. A joyful and
gentle culture of predominantly Hindu faith, its ritual warmth and devotion blend with
an awe inspiring environment for a simply life changing break. We have chosen Bali
because of this energy. We have bought together three of the worlds leading facilitators
in their field and created a unique and powerful retreat program – for personal
consciousness.
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Health and Beauty
Bali, The Ritz and nearby venues offer a diverse range of health and beauty treatments that
compliment the personal mastery work we are covering in this program. Ayurvedic treatments,
facials, massage and a fully equipped Gym.

Personal Consultations
The journey is personal and often there is a need for very personal and confidential discussion
with Chris. Included in your program fee is one - 30 minute private consultation with Chris.

The Collapse Process
The Collapse Process is the newest methodology in achieving lasting and loving presence. The
term Collapse was extracted from the study of quantum physics. It represents a process of
synthesis, where and when two appositely charged human emotions come together, join,
transform, transcend and emerge as new forms of energy. - vitality, purpose and love." Created
by Dr John Demartini, this powerful tool will be taught and practiced during the program.

Day Off
Based on the calendar, one day of the 8 day program, usually day 4 is a lay day. Yoga is
held in the morning and and the morning Destiny workshop is conducted until 11.00am.
From then the day is free for bus trips to Ubud or shopping in Kuta.

Vision, Inspiration and life Purpose
During this retreat you will develop a deep and powerful sense of your own life purpose.
The four elements of personal consciousness will be deepened and reinforced. Gratitude,
Presence, Certainty and Love.

Vision is a powerful goal and an essential motivator. Inspiration is when the inner voice
speaks louder than the outer voices. Life purpose is beyond them both. Life purpose is a
commitment to excellence and a commitment to a purpose greater than the self. Instead
of the fluctuations of transient goals and visions, life purpose creates a transportable theme
for a life. Life purpose breaks dependency and provides the true freedom that every individual
aspires to.
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More Info
• The program schedule in Detail
• About the Technology of Innerwealth

• Certification Training Program Information link here
• More Information about this retreat
• About Chris Walker
• About Eileen Hall.
• About Mr. Rama Prasad
• Please link here for you program schedule for Bali
• Please link here for recommendations for other activities before and after the retreat in Bali
• Ritz Carlton Bali
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Christopher Walker is about Change.

Fast, clear and focussed change. The sort of change you need when you want to improve
the quality of your life, grow your business, develop and better home life or in any way
inspire more spirit and vision in your life. His interest is to help you open your heart and
then follow it, relentlessly. It means cutting through belief systems, exploring options
and finding your truth in personal, business, relationship and health.

Consultant, speaker, inspirational writer and CEO of Innerwealth Technologies, Chris brings
to his work a unique blend of business experience, personal mastery and heart felt inspiration.

After graduating from Engineering in 1976, Chris worked throughout Asia building
5 of his own successful business’s. At the age of 34 Chris returned to university to complete
an MBA. He committed himself to build an international organization that helped individuals
and their business’s achieve thier vision, inspiration and purpose.

Since 1985, Chris Walker has worked as a change consultant with over 3500 entrepeneurs
and their business’s world wide. Chris is currently working with Corporations throughout
North America, Inidgenous Communities in Canada and the United Nations. He addresses
audiences throughout the world helping to create a more more balanced, visionary
and spiritually aware lifestyle. He believes for success you first need to create deep personal
awareness, and this happens when your body and mind are aligned with purpose.

Chris builds from a unique blend of his 15 years as a successful business entrepeneur,
academic framework and his experiences studying personal mastery with Indian, Hymalayan,
Japanese and North American masters. His methods are dynamic, and direct. His work
is gifted and inspirational.

About Christopher Walker

website: www.walkerinternational.com
email: aive@chriswalker.com.au

AUSTRALIAN OFFICE
Walker International Inc.

NEW YORK OFFICE
USA And Canada 1 212 6478770


